J. Pusz Galambos and Kotz [3] considered an example which shows that the characterization CI.2D includes distributions for which means do not exist.
The aim of this paper is to give a simple characterization of continuous distributions by conditional expectations for the cases in which means exist as well as they do not exist.
Character i zati on
Let X be a univariate random variable and F,G be the differentiate distribution and tail distribution functions of X, respectively. Assume that for -oo < a < b < +00 the following we obtain x ECF _a CX3|X < x 3 = F _1 Cx3 J F -e *Cy3 F'C y3 dy = a y=x ^ = F X Cx3C F 1 a Cy3 I + a J F ^ylJF'cyDdy 3 y =A a for x e Ca,b3. As a « CO,13 and the conditions C2.13 are satisfied we have ECF" a CX3|X < x 3 = F~aCx3 for x « Ca,b3.
By analogy we prove that the distribution function G satisfies C2.43.
Let F be any differentiable distribution function satisfying C2.13 and C2.53 EC? _ct CX3|X < x 3 • -jt^-?~aCx3 for x <• Ca,b3.
We will prove that ? = F. By differentiation both sides of C2.53 we get the equation
?" a Cx3F'cx3 = * C-a P~1 _a Cx3?'Cx3 FCx3 + P -a Cx3F'Cx33 l -a which leads to the following differential equation 
